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shipping on qualifying offers create beautifully textured jewelry that reflects your true self the self expressive elements we
put into the works of art we make can be transferred to the jewelry we create, stringexpression wolfram language
documentation - in matching ordinary expressions instead of strings the shortest instead of the longest consistent match is
used stringexpression objects can be used in many string manipulation functions including stringreplace stringcases
stringsplit and stringmatchq stringexpression has attributes flat and oneidentity, invoke expression microsoft powershell
utility - the invoke expression cmdlet evaluates or runs a specified string as a command and returns the results of the
expression or command without invoke expression a string submitted at the command line would be returned echoed
unchanged, examples of expressions access - the expressions in the following table use the ampersand and the plus
operators to combine text strings built in functions to manipulate a text string or otherwise operate on text to create a
calculated control, back to basics regular expressions thoughtbot - regular expressions have been around since the
early days of computer science they gained widespread adoption with the introduction of unix a regular expression is a
notation for describing sets of character strings they are used to identify patterns within strings, string idioms by the free
dictionary - heavy and slow is he by nature and is not to be brought into battle for the sake of a lady s eyelash or the twang
of a minstrel s string like the hotter blood of the south view in context these were strung on strings and the strings were
called money, string functional protein association networks - string is part of the elixir infrastructure it is one of elixir s
core data resources learn more, string and regular expression methods javascript - the string replace method takes the
regular expression object as its first argument and the replacement text as the second argument the 2 and 1 in the
replacement text are substitution variables that will substitute the contents of regexp 2 and regexp 1 in the result string
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